Mid-Quarter Investment Market Commentary – 3rd Quarter 2020
September 9, 2020
We made it through Labor Day—if you had told me on March 13 that I would not be
back in the office meeting with clients by today, I would NOT have believed it. Yet
here we are, continuing with remote work. Similarly, the idea that investment
markets would be near flat for the year by the end of summer would also have
drawn doubt. With all that is going on in this extraordinary time, I sincerely hope you
found some relaxation and respite over the summer months.
As 2020 has reminded us all, anything is possible. With a presidential election
approaching and so many unknowns regarding COVID-19, we need to prepare for
considerable uncertainty in the months and years ahead. However, while this
uncertainty feels heightened, we know it is always prudent as investors to prepare
for volatility.
Part of how we help you with this is in the design of our managed portfolios
balancing broad diversification with defensive strategies to help soften and mitigate
volatility. Additional to investment design is in properly preparing for investment
fluctuation through intentional allocations to cash savings. Lastly, the emotional
aspect of volatile markets can make it difficult to “stick to your plan,” and the value
of behavioral coaching has shone in these recent months. With volatility muted over
the last few years, I feel as though downturns like these are tests of the fortitude of
our financial fitness.
As the US Presidential election comes into focus (an already usually volatile time
for investments), I would expect market swings to increase—as they have over the
last 10 days. But let’s take stock in the tremendous market movement experienced
this year: the S&P 500 has rallied over 50% since its March 23 low. One concern on
this rally is its narrowness, with investors primarily focused on the technology
sector. While this can sometimes lead us to want to pile into a favorite sector,
history shows market leadership can change as time moves on.

Despite lingering caution regarding the pace of economic recovery, elevated
investment valuations, and the unknowns around the virus, the consensus from
many of our sub-advisor partners is that unprecedented monetary and fiscal
stimulus have already been too strong for a return to a prolonged down market.
Recent market action appears to be a re-evaluation of investor optimism and a
course-correction, rather than a new bear market.
With volatility and uncertainty comes the emotional reaction by some to consider
“sitting this one out"--the idea that we should consider exiting the market and reentering at a later time in an effort to side-step market concerns. The truth is that
intra-year losses are almost always experienced due to headline trading issues. It’s
for this same reason that we always stress liquid cash as your best hedge against
market movement. While it hasn’t earned much in recent years, liquid cash allows
your investments the runway needed to experience a probable return. The chart
below shows the probability of negative returns on the S&P 500 over various
lengths of time since 1929. Probabilities for positive investment experience increase
considerably as time horizon lengthens.

Keep this in mind: for investors, attempting to side-step market downturns is not just
knowing when to sell. You have to make two calls correctly—when to sell and when
to buy. And getting either of these calls wrong can be devastating.
The September to November time frame is traditionally the most volatile time of
year for the markets, and that will surely be compounded by the uncertainty
surrounding the election and COVID-19 this year. Remaining disciplined in a welldiversified investment strategy and thinking long-term are the constant
challenges—especially as we continue to see a disconnect between valuations of
geographically diversified publicly-traded companies and the “micro-cap”
businesses we see struggling on Main Street.
As always, I am available to discuss your current situation and how the economy
and markets have impacted your financial plans. Risks do change. Market
conditions change every day. More importantly, your goals and risk tolerance may
change over time. Regular planning updates are crucial.
We appreciate your continued partnership.
Sincerely,
Jason
Jason Vitucci, CFP®, EA
Financial Advisor

Market Movement
Asset Class Performance Year to Date through September 4, 2020
Dow Jones Industrial Avr. (US Large Cap)

-1.42%

MSCI EAFE (Developed International)

-8.18%

MSCI Emerging Markets

-1.36%

Barclays Agg Bond (US Corporate Bonds)

+6.76%

Crude Oil

-34.87%

Gold

+27.00%

The Social Distancing Recovery Dashboard is published by Cetera
Investment Management weekly & posted to our blog twice per month. It
illustrates measurements of various economic data as the economy begins to
re-open & recover.
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